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Custom labelling
Label production is a key component of ensuring 
stock visibility and traceability. Fusion Capture 
supports the production of custom and business 
specific label formats.

Immediate receipt of goods 
Fast track data entry through Fusion Capture’s barcode 
scanning, allows you to immediately confirm a receipt 
against a purchase order in Sage X3 and also capture  
key information without data dupication.

Locate putaways  
in an instant 
 
Once the stock is received, Fusion Capture’s 
comprehensive stock-location capabilities 
provides you with extensive control and 
oversight on where your stock is located 
using any online device, you don’t even 
need to be on-site.

Fusion Capture is a flexible barcoding and 
warehouse management system, which provides 
seamless warehouse integration, live data access 
and complete user control. 

Designed exclusively for integration with Sage 
X3, Fusion Capture can be tailored to the growing 
needs of your business, allowing your warehouse 
capabilities to evolve. 

Evolve your warehouse 
capabilities with

Fusion Capture



Log miscellaneous stock  
and receipts
 
Where stock needs to be receipted without a purchase 
order or issued without a specific transaction, Fusion 
Capture can track stock and maintain a representative 
record of physical warehouse locations using its  
scanner-based options.

Track movement of  
inter-site transfers
 
Never lose sight of your stock. For multi-site  
operations, you can use Fusion Capture to  
facilitate stock movement between locations  
with the use of handheld scanners, giving  
instant visibility of movements.

Reduce man power  
in sales order picking
 
Customisable picking lists can be produced in Fusion 
Capture using data from Sage X3, allowing your 
warehouse operators to be more efficient while 
following your strict business rules.

Keep on top of replenishments
 
The integration with Sage X3 ensures that stock-
movement information is updated in real-time, to 
guide warehouse operatives in locating stock for 
replenishment.

Filter stock enquiries fast
Fusion Capture provides several enquiry 
options to enable you to quickly locate 
stock by criteria such as warehouse, 
product code or box number in real-time.

Also, one of the biggest benefits of introducing 
Fusion Capture in your warehouse is that live 
productivity data can be displayed to everyone 
involved, from management to operatives. 

Making live stats visible to operatives provides 
a type of gamification to the working day that 
can be incredibly motivational. 
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